McCloskey (James)

9130. McCloskey (James): An acceptable ambiguity in Modern Irish.
     In LingI 8/3 (Summer, 1977), pp. 604–609.

731. McCloskey (James): Transformational syntax and model-theoretic
     semantics: a case study in Modern Irish.
     Rev. by

730. McCloskey (James): Is there raising in Modern Irish?
     Explains the order of constituents of infinitival clauses in terms of infinitive
     postposing rather than raising (as argued by S. Mac Mathúna, A note on
     Mac Mathúna (Séamus) (ref.)

8620. McCloskey (James): A note on Modern Irish verbal nouns and the
     VP-complement analysis.

786. Awbery (G. M.): Varia: V. Lexically governed rules and grammatical
     relations.
     59-99; with examples from Welsh.
     McCloskey (J.) (ref.)

9123. McCloskey (James): Raising, subcategorization and selection in Modern
     Irish.

9124. Hale (Kenneth), McCloskey (James): On the syntax of person-number
     inflection in Modern Irish.

843. McCloskey (James): The Modern Irish double relative and syntactic
     binding.
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1. Dá lcomhréire, mar a bhi in Éirí sa Mheadhain (The northern structure ‘Subject Object a Verb + Noun’ also to be found marginally in Munster Irish);


9542. McCloskey (James): Progress in Irish?


10884. McCloskey (James): On the right edge in Irish.
   On the use of *féin* as focusing particle in Modern Irish.

9137. McCloskey (James): The morphosyntax of WH-extraction in Irish.
   *Corr. in JL 38/2*, p. 467.

11065. McCloskey (James): A note on predicates and heads in Irish clausal syntax.

10152. McCloskey (James): Déantús an chlásail i gcantúintí na Gaeilge.

9134. McCloskey (James): The grammar of autonomy in Irish.

11509. McCloskey (James): Irish as a world language.

11216. McCloskey (James): The shape of Irish clauses.

13922. McCloskey (James): Irish existentials in context.

14019. Bennett (Ryan), Elfner (Emily), McCloskey (James): Pronouns and prosody in Irish.

15510. Bennett (Ryan), Elfner (Emily), McCloskey (James): Lightest to the right: an apparently anomalous displacement in Irish.
   *In LingI 47/2 (Spring, 2016)*, pp. 169–234.


16516. Ó Buachalla (Brendán), Goan (Cathal) (*ed*.), McCloskey (James) (*ed*.): Cnuasach Chlíre / [le] Brendán Ó Buachalla; curtha in eagar ag James McCloskey agus Cathal Goan.
Alphabetical list of words from Cape Clear Island (off the south-west coast of Co. Cork); with phonemic transcriptions and examples of usage.


Online publication available at: https://escholarship.org/uc/item/7z29n70x
[Accessed 8 May 2018].

McCloskey (James) (hon.)

18874. Bennett (Ryan), Elfner (Emily), McCloskey (James): Prosody, focus, and ellipsis in Irish.